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PAPER: MTM 4058

(OPERATIONAL RESEARCH MODELLING-II)
Full Marks: 20 Time: l Hour

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their ansrvers in their own words as far as practicable.

GROUP-A

L Answer any trgg, questions of the following: 2x2:4

a) What do you mean by "Mean time between failure" of an item.

b) State pontryagin's maximum principle"

c) Define entropy function an<i explain its importance.

d) Find the curve X=X(t) which minimizes the functional i:f {X' +
1)dt X(0):l andX(l):2.

GROUP-B

2. Answer any hyq questions of the following:

a) Write a brief note about control theory.

b) The two flnite probability schemes are given by (pr, pr,
pz,. ".,p,) and (qr, Qz, Qz, "" ", q,), with Z?=rpi--LT=rq1, then

show that -ZT=tpilaspr < - IiL, qtlogqi with inequality holds

if- and only ifl p;qi lbr all r.

c) [{ow many identical components each of which is 90% reliable

over a period of 50 hours be used to obtain a 99.99oh parallel

redundanc"o- systcm over 50 hours. If we rvant to obtain the system

reliabilit"v ovcr a period of 100 hours, how many components

should be added?

d) Define the joint conditional entropies. Prove that H(X, Y)< H(X) +

FI(Y) rvith equality iff X and Y are independent.
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GROUP-C

3. Answer any one questions of the following: 8xl=8

a) i) Prove that the reliability function tbr random failure is an

exponential distribution.

ii) In a system, there are n number of components connected in

parallel with reliability Ri(t); i:|,2...,n. Find the reliability of rhe

letters {y1, !2, !s, yn}. 1'he.ioint probability tbr the comrnunicarion

is given below.Detennine the entropies [{(X), H(Y) and H(X, Y).
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system. If Rr(t): Rz(t):...=R"(t;-s('r'0, 1 is the failure rate then

the expression fbr system reliability.

4+4

b) A transmitter has a character consisting of five letters

{xr, xr,...,., rs} and the receiver has a character consisling of fourh


